
TIMEXPERT WHITE
THE PERFECTION OF CLEAR, 
UNIFORM AND LUMINOUS SKIN.



Timexpert White, is the anti-ageing treatment line capable of preventing, regulating and 
correcting the appearance of darkspots. Created especially for skin with hyperpigmentation and 
dull. 

Darkspots are a visible and permanent sign of ageing, like wrinkles and lack of firmness. They 
appear on the skin for several reasons: genetic, UV rays, etc.

With Timexpert White darkspots gradually fade away and reduce their number, size and 
intensity. The skin becomes clearer, more luminous and its tone is unified.

TIMEXPERT WHITE
THE PERFECTION OF CLEAR, 
UNIFORM AND LUMINOUS SKIN.



ADVANCED WHITENING TECHNOLOGY

Timexpert White includes the innovative and effective Melanolight Process technology, an 
exclusive, unprecedented improvement of Germaine de Capuccini’s laboratories that combines 
a group of natural* ingredients for treating hyperpigmentation: it works intensely before, during 
and after their formation.

BEFORE. Prevents the appearance of darkspots, blocking the melanogenesis process.

DURING. Regulates the appearance of the darkspot, reducing the production of melanin.

AFTER. Corrects the intensity of the darkspot, renewing the skin’s surface.

*Wild Bellis Perennis extract: Liquorice Derivative, Vitamin C (VC-IP) Derivative, Opuntia Flower Extract and 
Liquorice Root Extract.



ADVANCED SPOT CORRECTION PROGRAMME

Stop hyperpigmentation with the Timexpert White Advanced Spot Correction Programme, the 
in-booth treatment that effectively minimises darkspots and controls their appearance.

A true supply of luminosity and uniformity for your skin.

Surprising results in just two months*:

THEIR OPINION: % OPINION

Reduction of hyperpigmentation size 90,48%

Reduction of hyperpigmentation colouring 90,48%

Increase of facial luminosity 100%
*  Test carried out on 21 people between 27 and 55 years of age.

The TIMEXPERT WHITE 
treatment begins in booth



The TIMEXPERT WHITE 
treatment continues at home

POWER LIGHT
Booster Generator of Light and Youthfulness

A true cosmetic jewel capable of reaching the youthfulness of 
the face through luminosity, clarity and transparency.

A prodigious generator of “new light” inside the skin thanks 
to its cellular detoxifying capacity. Smoothes the skin’s micro-
relief, the dermis recovers firmness and skin dyschromias are 
faded.

All of this is possible thanks to the original Triple Light Action:

1. Detoxifies the cells and smoothes the skin’s relief thanks 
to the D-Tox-Cell ingredient.

2. Compensates the lack of glow thanks to the microspheres 
that contain tiny luminescent diamond hearts.

3. Regulates hyperpigmentation due to the action of the 
Wheat Bran Extract.

Results of incredible light and beauty on the skin*:

THEIR OPINION: % OPINION

More luminous and radiant 93,3%

More uniform 76,7%
* Self-evaluation test carried out on 30 volunteers between 31 and 58 years of 
age that have used POWER LIGHT with their usual treatment cream for one 
month.



SPOT CORRECTION CREAM SPF 20

A treatment with a rich, melting texture that balances the skin’s 
tone and minimises hyperpigmentation, while maintaining the 
hydration and suppleness skin needs daily.

It protects against UVA and UVB rays. 

Skin is kept extraordinarily uniform, luminous and full of 
youthfulness.

SPOT CORRECTION INTENSIVE SERUM

A serum with a light, melting texture especially formulated to 
prevent and correct darkspots and signs of ageing. It makes 
an effective pigmentation control possible, as it is based on the 
exclusive Melanolight Process technology.  

It also favours skin balance and hydration.  

Its gentle renewing action discovers luminous, radiant skin.

SPOT DIMINISH
Precision Perfecting Concentrate  

Anti-darkspots treatment based on the Melanolight Process 
that, when applied specifically, erases darkspots caused by the 
sun and ageing on the face, neck, décolletage and hands. The 
size and intensity of darkspots are visibly reduced, and the skin 
recovers a more uniform, luminous and youthful appearance.



EXFOLIATING CLARIFYING MILK

Exfoliating milk with a creamy texture and exfoliating capacity 
that liberates the skin from imperfections and facilitates the 
elimination of dead cells that contain excess melanin and 
produce a dull tone.

With high whitening technology. Formulated with glycolic 
acid encapsulated in cyclodextrins, so its exfoliating action 
is improved, as it allows a diffusion continued in time and 
minimises the possibility of irritation.

ANTI-AGEING CLARIFYING CREAM SPF 15

A prodigious treatment that combines the cellular detoxifying 
effectiveness of D-Tox-Cell and Wheat Bran Extract, a 
powerful ingredient, Wild Edelweiss Flower Extract with 
extraordinary antioxidising, protective and comforting 
properties.

Thanks to its formula the skin recovers luminosity, clarity and 
transparency, showing its inner light, as it favours firmness and 
erases wrinkles. At the same time it is an active anti-ageing 
defence against the attack of free radicals.

Contains UVA and UVB solar protection.



IN THE BEST PROFESSIONAL AESTHETICS CENTRES, 
SPAS AND MEDICAL-AESTHETICAL CLINICS 

AROUND THE WORLD

www.germaine-de-capuccini.com


